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Course Objective 

• This subject is designed to impart 
fundamental knowledge on basic of 
genetics and emerging fields of biology 
like biomedical recording system and 
medical instrumentation. 

• It is designed to impart knowledge that 
how to apply basics of biology in 
engineering. 
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• Space for visual (size 24) 

 

 CO 
Number 

Title  Level  

CO1 Identify the biological concepts from an 
engineering perspective. 

knowledge 
  

CO2 Development of artificial systems mimicking 
human action. 

Understand  
  

CO3 Explain the basic of genetics that helps to 
identify and formulate problems 

  

Analyze 

CO4 Apply knowledge of measurement system, 
biomedical recording system and biosensors to 
excel in areas such as entrepreneurship, 
medicine, government, and education. 

 

Apply 
  

CO5 Integrate biological principles for developing 
next generation technologies, 

Create 

Course Outcome  

Will be covered in this 

lecture 

https://specials-
images.forbesimg.com/imageserve/1034901762/96
0x0.jpg?fit=scale 
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SYLLABUS    
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Unit-1         Importance of Biology In Engineering Contact Hours: 15 

Chapter 1 

Significance of Biology in 

Engineering 

  

Chapter 2 

Genetics  

  

  

Introduction: Fundamental Differences between Science and engineering by drawing a 

comparison between eye and camera, Bird flying and aircraft. Significance of Biology in 

Engineering, Discuss how biological observations of 18th Century that lead to major 

discoveries, Examples from Brownian motion and the origin of thermodynamics by referring 

to the original observation of Robert and Julius Mayor.  

 

Genetics: Mendel’s laws, Concept of segregation and independent assortment, concept of 

allele, gene mapping, Gene interaction, Epitasis, Meiosis and Mitosis as a part of genetics. 

Mechanism of how genetic material passes from parent to offspring. Concepts of 

recessiveness and dominance. Concept of mapping of phenotype to Genes, single gene 

disorders in humans, concept of complementation using human genetics. 
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• To find solutions to  

challenges, that face mankind 

• Biology is us, we are all  

biological creatures 
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WHY DO WE NEED TO KNOW BIOLOGY 
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FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
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• Generally, Science is the study of the physical world, while 
Engineering applies scientific knowledge to design processes, 
structures or equipment. 

•  Both Engineers and Scientists will have a strong knowledge of 
science, mathematics and technology, but Engineering students will 
learn to apply these principles to designing creative solutions to 
Engineering challenges. So when we think of a scientist versus 
engineer, the two aren’t separate entities but belong to each other – 
without science, there wouldn’t be engineering 
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• The terms science and technology, are often pronounced in the same 
breath and used as synonyms, because they are closely intertwined, 
that their difference is often times ignored. 

•  Science is all about acquiring knowledge of the natural phenomenon 
along with the reasons for such phenomenon, like Why are leaves 
green? How do plants make their food? And so forth. When this 
knowledge is put to practice, to solve human needs or problems, it is 
termed as technology. 

• So, in short, science deals with theories, principles and laws whereas 
technology is all about products, processes and designs. 
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FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
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                            BIOLOGY 

•Biology is the natural science that studies life and living organisms, including their 

physical structure, chemical processes, molecular interactions, physiological 

mechanisms, development and evolution. 

•There are three major branches of biology – botany, zoology and microbiology.  

•BOTANY study of plants 

•ZOOLOGY study of animals 

•MICROBIOLOGY study of microbes 
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• Biomimicry, as it's called, is a method for creating solutions to human 
challenges by emulating designs and ideas found in nature. 
It's used everywhere: buildings, vehicles, and even materials. 

• There are three main ways biomimicry can work. 

•  First, a design can mimic form or shape, like paint that helps surfaces 
self-clean the same way as a lotus leaf. Second, there 
is mimicking process, like patterning autonomous vehicle networks 
on how ants and bees communicate as a hive. 
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ANATOMY OF EYE & CAMERA 

Techniques used in camera are inspired 

by human eye. 

 There are many similarities between 

the human eye and a camera, 

including: a diaphragm to control the 

amount of light that gets through to 

the lens.  

This is the shutter in a camera, and the 

pupil, at the center of the iris, in 

the human eye. a lens to focus the light 

and create an image. 
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ANATOMY OF EYE & CAMERA 
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CAMERA & EYE 

Human Eyes Camera 

Focusing on an Image 

The human eye contains small 
muscles that contract and relax – 
and this enables the eyes to 
change shape and stay focused on 
a moving object. These muscles 
also capable of changing the 
thickness of the lens to 
accommodate the image that is 
being viewed 

A camera cannot do this, hence, it 
relies on a variety of lens. This is 
the reason why photographers 
often change the lens of their 
camera according to the distance 
from the object. Moreover, 
cameras use mechanical parts to 
stay focused on a moving object. 
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ANATOMY OF CAMERA & EYE 

Processing Colour 

Human eyes contain special types of cells called 
photoreceptors. There are two types – rods and cones. 
Rods are primarily used for low-light vision while 
cones are used for colour vision. There are 3 types of 
cones that respond to 3 different wavelengths of light.  
For instance, blue cones respond to short wavelengths 
while red cones respond to long wavelengths and green 
cones respond to medium wavelengths. The colour we 
see is the result of the brain activating the cones in 
various combinations. 

Cameras use something called 
photosites to collect light. A typical 
camera has millions of these light 
collectors that hold the light and then 
convert it into a signal that can be 
interpreted by electronic devices. 
Moreover, cameras use filters that 
break up light into its primary colours 
– red, blue and green. It reproduces 
the full spectrum image by combining 
these colours. 
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ANATOMY OF CAMERA & EYE 

Blind Spots 

The human eye has a blind spot – 
this is located at the point where 
the optic nerve joins the retina. 
Under normal circumstances, we 
do not notice this blindspot as the 
brain uses information from the 
other eye to complete the missing 
portion of the image. 

A camera does not have such a 
blind spot. 
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COMPARISON  BETWEEN BIRD FLY & 
AIRCRAFT 
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COMPARISON  BETWEEN BIRD FLY & 
AIRCRAFT 

• To find solutions to challenges, that 
face mankind: You know, 
historically speaking, probably a 
century ago, airplanes became 
possible, atleast according to the 
history that we know. And, all of us 
know that the airplanes were 
inspired by a bird flying. 

•  Man saw a bird flying, he or she 
wanted to fly that way, and 
therefore made it possible to fly 
that way using airplanes.  
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COMPARISON  BETWEEN BIRD FLY & 
AIRCRAFT 
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The shape and structure 

 The structure of birds and aircraft is quite similar. Both have streamlined body 

structure which is necessary for flight. The body is made up of light materials in 

case of aircraft whereas birds have light bones and feathers in their body. 
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1. The take off (lift) 

• Birds take off in various ways. Some birds run just before flight to create an air lift 

(upward force), some flap their wings and some just jump off and glide. The 

flapping of their wings to swipe the air below as well as their speed during the run 

results the pressure below the birds to be higher and that of above to be lower. So, 

this creates an air lift which pushes the birds upward. 
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SIMILARITY  BETWEEN BIRD FLY & 
AIRCRAFT 
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 Flight techniques – Hovering and glidingThere are various flight techniques that aircraft practice as 

the birds do. Both birds and winged aircraft can glide in the air for a longer distance.  

 

During gliding almost no energy is spent by birds whereas the aircraft also use minimum of energy. 

The diving technique used by birds is also used in airshows. Most of the flight techniques are adopted 

from the observation of birds as human strive to outwit birds in flying. 
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SIMILARITY  BETWEEN BIRD FLY & 
AIRCRAFT 
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  Landing 

Aircraft and birds both gain or lose elevation with the variation of the drag force that acts 

downward and the lift force that acts upwards. The parts that control the movement are the 

things that enable them to create such variation finally enabling them to land as well as take 

off. 

Both of them take control during the landing process by the use of their motion controllers. 

Birds usually generate a resistance by flapping their wings while the aircraft move the 

ailerons, elevator and apply brakes. 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF BIOLOGY IN 
ENGINEERING 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF BIOLOGY IN 
ENGINEERING 
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• Biological engineering, or bioengineering/bio-engineering, is the application of 
principles of biology and the tools of engineering to create usable, tangible, 
economically viable products.  

 

• We need biology to find solutions to challenges, that face mankind. 

 

• Biology is used in different engineering branches 
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HOME WORK 

Q.1. Why do we need to know biology? 

Q2.Give some examples of biological Inspired Designs. 

29 
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Course Objective 

• This subject is designed to impart 
fundamental knowledge on basic of 
genetics and emerging fields of biology 
like biomedical recording system and 
medical instrumentation. 

• It is designed to impart knowledge that 
how to apply basics of biology in 
engineering. 
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CO1 Identify the biological concepts from an 
engineering perspective. 

knowledge 
  

CO2 Development of artificial systems mimicking 
human action. 

Understand  
  

CO3 Explain the basic of genetics that helps to 
identify and formulate problems 
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CO4 Apply knowledge of measurement system, 
biomedical recording system and biosensors to 
excel in areas such as entrepreneurship, 
medicine, government, and education. 
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CO5 Integrate biological principles for developing 
next generation technologies, 
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Course Outcome  
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Unit-1         Importance of Biology In Engineering Contact Hours: 15 

Chapter 1 

Significance of Biology in 

Engineering 

  

Chapter 2 

Genetics  

  

  

Introduction: Fundamental Differences between Science and engineering by drawing a 

comparison between eye and camera, Bird flying and aircraft. Significance of Biology in 

Engineering, Discuss how biological observations of 18th Century that lead to major 

discoveries, Examples from Brownian motion and the origin of thermodynamics by referring 

to the original observation of Robert and Julius Mayor.  

 

Genetics: Mendel’s laws, Concept of segregation and independent assortment, concept of 

allele, gene mapping, Gene interaction, Epitasis, Meiosis and Mitosis as a part of genetics. 

Mechanism of how genetic material passes from parent to offspring. Concepts of 

recessiveness and dominance. Concept of mapping of phenotype to Genes, single gene 

disorders in humans, concept of complementation using human genetics. 
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• To find solutions to  

challenges, that face mankind 

• Biology is us, we are all  

biological creatures 
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WHY DO WE NEED TO KNOW BIOLOGY 
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• Generally, Science is the study of the physical world, while 
Engineering applies scientific knowledge to design processes, 
structures or equipment. 

•  Both Engineers and Scientists will have a strong knowledge of 
science, mathematics and technology, but Engineering students will 
learn to apply these principles to designing creative solutions to 
Engineering challenges. So when we think of a scientist versus 
engineer, the two aren’t separate entities but belong to each other – 
without science, there wouldn’t be engineering 
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• The terms science and technology, are often pronounced in the same 
breath and used as synonyms, because they are closely intertwined, 
that their difference is often times ignored. 

•  Science is all about acquiring knowledge of the natural phenomenon 
along with the reasons for such phenomenon, like Why are leaves 
green? How do plants make their food? And so forth. When this 
knowledge is put to practice, to solve human needs or problems, it is 
termed as technology. 

• So, in short, science deals with theories, principles and laws whereas 
technology is all about products, processes and designs. 
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                            BIOLOGY 

•Biology is the natural science that studies life and living organisms, including their 

physical structure, chemical processes, molecular interactions, physiological 

mechanisms, development and evolution. 

•There are three major branches of biology – botany, zoology and microbiology.  

•BOTANY study of plants 

•ZOOLOGY study of animals 

•MICROBIOLOGY study of microbes 
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• Biomimicry, as it's called, is a method for creating solutions to human 
challenges by emulating designs and ideas found in nature. 
It's used everywhere: buildings, vehicles, and even materials. 

• There are three main ways biomimicry can work. 

•  First, a design can mimic form or shape, like paint that helps surfaces 
self-clean the same way as a lotus leaf. Second, there 
is mimicking process, like patterning autonomous vehicle networks 
on how ants and bees communicate as a hive. 
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ANATOMY OF EYE & CAMERA 

Techniques used in camera are inspired 

by human eye. 

 There are many similarities between 

the human eye and a camera, 

including: a diaphragm to control the 

amount of light that gets through to 

the lens.  

This is the shutter in a camera, and the 

pupil, at the center of the iris, in 

the human eye. a lens to focus the light 

and create an image. 
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ANATOMY OF EYE & CAMERA 
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CAMERA & EYE 

Human Eyes Camera 

Focusing on an Image 

The human eye contains small 
muscles that contract and relax – 
and this enables the eyes to 
change shape and stay focused on 
a moving object. These muscles 
also capable of changing the 
thickness of the lens to 
accommodate the image that is 
being viewed 

A camera cannot do this, hence, it 
relies on a variety of lens. This is 
the reason why photographers 
often change the lens of their 
camera according to the distance 
from the object. Moreover, 
cameras use mechanical parts to 
stay focused on a moving object. 
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ANATOMY OF CAMERA & EYE 

Processing Colour 

Human eyes contain special types of cells called 
photoreceptors. There are two types – rods and cones. 
Rods are primarily used for low-light vision while 
cones are used for colour vision. There are 3 types of 
cones that respond to 3 different wavelengths of light.  
For instance, blue cones respond to short wavelengths 
while red cones respond to long wavelengths and green 
cones respond to medium wavelengths. The colour we 
see is the result of the brain activating the cones in 
various combinations. 

Cameras use something called 
photosites to collect light. A typical 
camera has millions of these light 
collectors that hold the light and then 
convert it into a signal that can be 
interpreted by electronic devices. 
Moreover, cameras use filters that 
break up light into its primary colours 
– red, blue and green. It reproduces 
the full spectrum image by combining 
these colours. 
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ANATOMY OF CAMERA & EYE 

Blind Spots 

The human eye has a blind spot – 
this is located at the point where 
the optic nerve joins the retina. 
Under normal circumstances, we 
do not notice this blindspot as the 
brain uses information from the 
other eye to complete the missing 
portion of the image. 

A camera does not have such a 
blind spot. 
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COMPARISON  BETWEEN BIRD FLY & 
AIRCRAFT 

• To find solutions to challenges, that 
face mankind: You know, 
historically speaking, probably a 
century ago, airplanes became 
possible, atleast according to the 
history that we know. And, all of us 
know that the airplanes were 
inspired by a bird flying. 

•  Man saw a bird flying, he or she 
wanted to fly that way, and 
therefore made it possible to fly 
that way using airplanes.  
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The shape and structure 

 The structure of birds and aircraft is quite similar. Both have streamlined body 

structure which is necessary for flight. The body is made up of light materials in 

case of aircraft whereas birds have light bones and feathers in their body. 
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1. The take off (lift) 

• Birds take off in various ways. Some birds run just before flight to create an air lift 

(upward force), some flap their wings and some just jump off and glide. The 

flapping of their wings to swipe the air below as well as their speed during the run 

results the pressure below the birds to be higher and that of above to be lower. So, 

this creates an air lift which pushes the birds upward. 
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 Flight techniques – Hovering and glidingThere are various flight techniques that aircraft practice as 

the birds do. Both birds and winged aircraft can glide in the air for a longer distance.  

 

During gliding almost no energy is spent by birds whereas the aircraft also use minimum of energy. 

The diving technique used by birds is also used in airshows. Most of the flight techniques are adopted 

from the observation of birds as human strive to outwit birds in flying. 
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  Landing 

Aircraft and birds both gain or lose elevation with the variation of the drag force that acts 

downward and the lift force that acts upwards. The parts that control the movement are the 

things that enable them to create such variation finally enabling them to land as well as take 

off. 

Both of them take control during the landing process by the use of their motion controllers. 

Birds usually generate a resistance by flapping their wings while the aircraft move the 

ailerons, elevator and apply brakes. 
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• Biological engineering, or bioengineering/bio-engineering, is the application of 
principles of biology and the tools of engineering to create usable, tangible, 
economically viable products.  

 

• We need biology to find solutions to challenges, that face mankind. 

 

• Biology is used in different engineering branches 
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HOME WORK 

Q.1. Why do we need to know biology? 

Q2.Give some examples of biological Inspired Designs. 
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BIOLOGY FOR ENGINEERS 

• Biological engineering, or bioengineering/bio-engineering, is the application of 
principles of biology and the tools of engineering to create usable, tangible, 
economically viable products.  

 

• In general, biological engineers (or biomedical engineers) attempt to either mimic 
biological systems to create products or modify and control biological systems so 
that they can replace, augment, sustain, or predict chemical and mechanical 
processes.  
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   Biologically-inspired design 

• Bio-inspired technologies: Biologically-inspired design (or BID) has 
become an important and increasingly wide-spread movement in 
design for environmentally-conscious sustainable development. 

• Aircraft wing design and flight techniques are being inspired by birds 
and bats. 

• Biorobot :-A biological organism that has been created and designed 
by artificial means. A person who performs robot-like tasks, or 
performs tasks in place of a robot. 
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     Biologically-inspired design 

• Ant-Inspired Pheromone Sensors for 
Traffic Control.  Ant-based systems 
have special properties such as 
scalability, adaptability, and 
dynamicity, which are the main 
requirements for solving vehicle traffic 
congestion problem. Thus, ant-based 
algorithms are now being adopted by 
vehicle traffic systems (VTSs) to 
guide vehicles to less congested paths. 

• Construction and architecture: 
Researchers studied the termite's 
ability to maintain virtually constant 
temperature and humidity in their 
termite mounds. 
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 Biologically-inspired design 

• Suction nozzle of vacuum 
cleaner: inspired by proboscis of 
flies 
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 Biologically-inspired design 

• Spider web silk is as strong as the 
Kevlar used in bulletproof vests. 
Engineers could in principle use 
such a material, if it could be 
reengineered to have a long 
enough life, for parachute lines, 
suspension bridge cables, artificial 
ligaments for medicine, and other 
purposes. Spider silk is highly 
flexible, extremely stretchable, 
surpasses steel in strength, and 
most importantly, can be formed 
into a mesh that would stop a 
bullet. 
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 Biologically-inspired design 

The dolphin shape used in shipbuilding. 
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• In the early 18th century, botanist Carl Linnaeus established the classification 
system that we use today in his work, Systema naturae (System of nature). This 
system of binomial nomenclature assigns a two-part name to species in which 
the genus name is capitalized and precedes the species epithet; both are italicized. 
For example, the scientific name for human beings is Homo sapiens. Linnaean 
classification follows the taxonomic categories: Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, 
Family, Genus, Species. We now have added Domain as the largest category, 
before Kingdom. Classification of organisms can be a sticky and subjective 
process, and the framework was set primarily by Linnaeus and his contemporaries. 
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DISCOVERY OF BROWNIAN MOTION 
 

http://web2.uwindsor.ca/courses/physics/high_schools/2
005/Brownian_motion/brownianmotion.jpg 

• Now we fast forward to 1827 where Robert 
Brown, a British botanist, is observing a 
suspended pollen grain in water. While 
looking at this pollen grain underneath a 
microscope, he notices that it undergoes a 
type of random walk. The figure below 
depicts the type of random, seemingly 
unpredictable motion, that the suspended 
particle underwent. This random motion is 
now referred to as BROWNIAN MOTION, 
but the motion itself may be easily 
remembered as the "Drunken Sailor Walk". 
At first Brown attributed this motion to signs 
of life.  
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• Brownian motion may play a critical role in the transport of enzymes 

and chemicals both into and out of cells in the human body. 
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           Julius Robert von Mayer 

• Julius Robert von Mayer (25 
November 1814 – 20 March 1878) 
was a 
German physician, chemist and phy
sicist and one of the founders 
of thermodynamics. 

•  He is best known for enunciating 
in 1841 one of the original 
statements of the conservation of 
energy or what is now known as 
one of the first versions of the first 
law of thermodynamics, namely 
that "energy can be neither created 
nor destroyed".  
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• In 1842, Mayer described the vital chemical process now referred to 
as oxidation as the primary source of energy for any living creature.  

• He also proposed that plants convert light into chemical energy. 

• The law of conservation of energy states that the total energy of an 
isolated system is constant; energy can be transformed from one form 
to another, but can be neither created nor destroyed. denotes the 
amount of thermodynamic work done by the system on its 
surroundings. 
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HOME WORK 

Q.1. Why do we need to know biology? 

Q2.Give some examples of biological Inspired Designs. 
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BIOLOGY FOR ENGINEERS 

• Biological engineering, or bioengineering/bio-engineering, is the application of 
principles of biology and the tools of engineering to create usable, tangible, 
economically viable products.  

 

• In general, biological engineers (or biomedical engineers) attempt to either mimic 
biological systems to create products or modify and control biological systems so 
that they can replace, augment, sustain, or predict chemical and mechanical 
processes.  
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   Biologically-inspired design 

• Bio-inspired technologies: Biologically-inspired design (or BID) has 
become an important and increasingly wide-spread movement in 
design for environmentally-conscious sustainable development. 

• Aircraft wing design and flight techniques are being inspired by birds 
and bats. 

• Biorobot :-A biological organism that has been created and designed 
by artificial means. A person who performs robot-like tasks, or 
performs tasks in place of a robot. 
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     Biologically-inspired design 

• Ant-Inspired Pheromone Sensors for 
Traffic Control.  Ant-based systems 
have special properties such as 
scalability, adaptability, and 
dynamicity, which are the main 
requirements for solving vehicle traffic 
congestion problem. Thus, ant-based 
algorithms are now being adopted by 
vehicle traffic systems (VTSs) to 
guide vehicles to less congested paths. 

• Construction and architecture: 
Researchers studied the termite's 
ability to maintain virtually constant 
temperature and humidity in their 
termite mounds. 
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 Biologically-inspired design 

• Suction nozzle of vacuum 
cleaner: inspired by proboscis of 
flies 
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 Biologically-inspired design 

• Spider web silk is as strong as the 
Kevlar used in bulletproof vests. 
Engineers could in principle use 
such a material, if it could be 
reengineered to have a long 
enough life, for parachute lines, 
suspension bridge cables, artificial 
ligaments for medicine, and other 
purposes. Spider silk is highly 
flexible, extremely stretchable, 
surpasses steel in strength, and 
most importantly, can be formed 
into a mesh that would stop a 
bullet. 
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 Biologically-inspired design 

The dolphin shape used in shipbuilding. 
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• In the early 18th century, botanist Carl Linnaeus established the classification 
system that we use today in his work, Systema naturae (System of nature). This 
system of binomial nomenclature assigns a two-part name to species in which 
the genus name is capitalized and precedes the species epithet; both are italicized. 
For example, the scientific name for human beings is Homo sapiens. Linnaean 
classification follows the taxonomic categories: Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, 
Family, Genus, Species. We now have added Domain as the largest category, 
before Kingdom. Classification of organisms can be a sticky and subjective 
process, and the framework was set primarily by Linnaeus and his contemporaries. 
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DISCOVERY OF BROWNIAN MOTION 
 

http://web2.uwindsor.ca/courses/physics/high_schools/2
005/Brownian_motion/brownianmotion.jpg 

• Now we fast forward to 1827 where Robert 
Brown, a British botanist, is observing a 
suspended pollen grain in water. While 
looking at this pollen grain underneath a 
microscope, he notices that it undergoes a 
type of random walk. The figure below 
depicts the type of random, seemingly 
unpredictable motion, that the suspended 
particle underwent. This random motion is 
now referred to as BROWNIAN MOTION, 
but the motion itself may be easily 
remembered as the "Drunken Sailor Walk". 
At first Brown attributed this motion to signs 
of life.  
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• Brownian motion may play a critical role in the transport of enzymes 

and chemicals both into and out of cells in the human body. 
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           Julius Robert von Mayer 

• Julius Robert von Mayer (25 
November 1814 – 20 March 1878) 
was a 
German physician, chemist and phy
sicist and one of the founders 
of thermodynamics. 

•  He is best known for enunciating 
in 1841 one of the original 
statements of the conservation of 
energy or what is now known as 
one of the first versions of the first 
law of thermodynamics, namely 
that "energy can be neither created 
nor destroyed".  
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• In 1842, Mayer described the vital chemical process now referred to 
as oxidation as the primary source of energy for any living creature.  

• He also proposed that plants convert light into chemical energy. 

• The law of conservation of energy states that the total energy of an 
isolated system is constant; energy can be transformed from one form 
to another, but can be neither created nor destroyed. denotes the 
amount of thermodynamic work done by the system on its 
surroundings. 
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• Biological engineering, or bioengineering/bio-engineering, is the application of 
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• In general, biological engineers (or biomedical engineers) attempt to either mimic 
biological systems to create products or modify and control biological systems so 
that they can replace, augment, sustain, or predict chemical and mechanical 
processes.  
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   Biologically-inspired design 

• Bio-inspired technologies: Biologically-inspired design (or BID) has 
become an important and increasingly wide-spread movement in 
design for environmentally-conscious sustainable development. 

• Aircraft wing design and flight techniques are being inspired by birds 
and bats. 

• Biorobot :-A biological organism that has been created and designed 
by artificial means. A person who performs robot-like tasks, or 
performs tasks in place of a robot. 
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• Ant-Inspired Pheromone Sensors for 
Traffic Control.  Ant-based systems 
have special properties such as 
scalability, adaptability, and 
dynamicity, which are the main 
requirements for solving vehicle traffic 
congestion problem. Thus, ant-based 
algorithms are now being adopted by 
vehicle traffic systems (VTSs) to 
guide vehicles to less congested paths. 

• Construction and architecture: 
Researchers studied the termite's 
ability to maintain virtually constant 
temperature and humidity in their 
termite mounds. 
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cleaner: inspired by proboscis of 
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• Spider web silk is as strong as the 
Kevlar used in bulletproof vests. 
Engineers could in principle use 
such a material, if it could be 
reengineered to have a long 
enough life, for parachute lines, 
suspension bridge cables, artificial 
ligaments for medicine, and other 
purposes. Spider silk is highly 
flexible, extremely stretchable, 
surpasses steel in strength, and 
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into a mesh that would stop a 
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 Biologically-inspired design 

The dolphin shape used in shipbuilding. 
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• In the early 18th century, botanist Carl Linnaeus established the classification 
system that we use today in his work, Systema naturae (System of nature). This 
system of binomial nomenclature assigns a two-part name to species in which 
the genus name is capitalized and precedes the species epithet; both are italicized. 
For example, the scientific name for human beings is Homo sapiens. Linnaean 
classification follows the taxonomic categories: Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, 
Family, Genus, Species. We now have added Domain as the largest category, 
before Kingdom. Classification of organisms can be a sticky and subjective 
process, and the framework was set primarily by Linnaeus and his contemporaries. 
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DISCOVERY OF BROWNIAN MOTION 
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005/Brownian_motion/brownianmotion.jpg 

• Now we fast forward to 1827 where Robert 
Brown, a British botanist, is observing a 
suspended pollen grain in water. While 
looking at this pollen grain underneath a 
microscope, he notices that it undergoes a 
type of random walk. The figure below 
depicts the type of random, seemingly 
unpredictable motion, that the suspended 
particle underwent. This random motion is 
now referred to as BROWNIAN MOTION, 
but the motion itself may be easily 
remembered as the "Drunken Sailor Walk". 
At first Brown attributed this motion to signs 
of life.  
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• Brownian motion may play a critical role in the transport of enzymes 

and chemicals both into and out of cells in the human body. 
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           Julius Robert von Mayer 

• Julius Robert von Mayer (25 
November 1814 – 20 March 1878) 
was a 
German physician, chemist and phy
sicist and one of the founders 
of thermodynamics. 

•  He is best known for enunciating 
in 1841 one of the original 
statements of the conservation of 
energy or what is now known as 
one of the first versions of the first 
law of thermodynamics, namely 
that "energy can be neither created 
nor destroyed".  
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• In 1842, Mayer described the vital chemical process now referred to 
as oxidation as the primary source of energy for any living creature.  

• He also proposed that plants convert light into chemical energy. 

• The law of conservation of energy states that the total energy of an 
isolated system is constant; energy can be transformed from one form 
to another, but can be neither created nor destroyed. denotes the 
amount of thermodynamic work done by the system on its 
surroundings. 
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Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) 

 
• Deoxyribonucleic acid, also abbreviated as DNA, 

is the principal informational macromolecule of 
the cell, which stores, translates and transfers the 
genetic information. 

• In eukaryotes it is found in the nucleus, 
mitochondria and chloroplast. The present 
understanding of the storage and utilization of 
the cell’s genetic information is based upon the 
discovery of the structure of DNA by Watson and 
Crick in 1953. 
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Structure of DNA 

 
• Double Helical Structure of DNA (Watson and 

Crick Model).The three dimensional structure 

of DNA as proposed by Watson and Crick. 

 

•  DNA is made of two helical chains coiled 

around the same axis, to form a right-handed 

double helix. 
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GENE 

• In biology, a gene is a sequence of nucleotides 

in DNA or RNA that encodes the synthesis of 

a gene product, either RNA or protein. 

During gene expression, the DNA is first 

copied into RNA. The RNA can be directly 

functional or be the intermediate template for 

a protein that performs a function. 
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MENDEL 

• Gregor Mendel, in full Gregor Johann 

Mendel, original name (until 1843) Johann 

Mendel, (born July 22, 1822, Heinzendorf, 

Silesia, Austrian Empire ,died January 6, 

1884, Brünn, Austria-Hungary , botanist, 

teacher, the first person to lay the 

mathematical foundation of 

the science of genetics, in what came to be 

called Mendelism. 
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• Mendel proposed the law of inheritance of 

traits from the first generation to the next 

generation.  

• Law of inheritance is made up of three laws: 

law of dominance , Law of segregation and 

law of independent assortment. 
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Mendel’s Experiment 

 

• Gregor Johann Mendel conducted 

hybridisation experiments on garden pea 

(Pisum sativum) for seven years (1856-1863) 

and proposed the laws of inheritance in living 

organisms. 

•  He is also known as Father of Genetics. 
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Mendel Experimental Material 

 

• He selected garden pea plant as a sample for 
following reasons 

• Pea is available in many varieties on a large scale 
to observe alternate traits. 

• (ii) Peas are self-pollinated and can be cross-
pollinated also to prevent self-pollination. 

• (iii) These are annual plants with a short life cycle. 
So, several generations can be studied within a 
short period. 

• (iv) Pea plants could easily be raised, maintained 
and handled. 
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A List of Contrasting Traits studied by Mendel in 

Pea Plant 
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Mendel’s Procedure: 
 

• (i) Mendel observed one trait at a time. For example, 
he crossed tall and dwarf pea plants to study the 
inheritance of one gene. 

• (ii) He hybridised plants with alternate forms of a single 
trait (monohybrid cross). The seeds produced by this 
cross were grown to develop into plants of 
Fillial1 progeny or F1-generation (F1-plants). 

• (iii) He then self-pollinated the tall F1 -plants to 
produce plants of Fillial2 progeny or F1-generation. 

• (iv) In later experiments, Mendel also crossed pea 
plants with two contrasting characters known as 
dihybrid cross. 
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Mendel’s Observations: 
 

• (i) In 

F1generation, 

Mendel found 

that all pea 

plants were 

tall and none 

was dwarf. 
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• (ii) He also observed other pair of traits and 

found that F1 always resembled either one of 

its parents and the traits of other parent was 

not found in this generation. 

• (iii) In F2-generation, he found that some of 

the offsprings were ‘dwarf, i.e., the character 
which were not seen in F1-generation was 

expressed in F2. 
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Mendel’s Law: 
 

• Mendel’s laws of inheritance are based on his observations on 
monohybrid crosses. 

• He proposed the following laws of inheritance: 

• 1. Law of Dominance (First Law): 

• The law of dominance states that when two alternative forms 
of a trait or character (genes) are present in an organism, only 
one factor expresses itself in F1-progeny and is called 
dominant, while the other that remains masked is called 
recessive. 

• This law is used to explain the expression of only one of the 
parental characters in a monohybrid cross in the F1 -
generation and the expression of both in the F2-generation. It 
also explains the proportion of 3:1 obtained in theF2-
generation. 
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Phenotype and genotype 

 

• A phenotype is an individual's observable traits, 
such as height, eye color, and blood type. the 
phenotype is the set of observable characteristics 
or traits of an organism. The term covers the 
organism's morphology or physical form and 
structure, its developmental processes, its 
biochemical and physiological properties, its 
behavior, and the products of behavior .The 
genetic contribution to the phenotype is called 
the genotype.  
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ALLELE 

• An allele is a variant form of a gene. Some 

genes have a variety of different forms, which 

are located at the same position, or genetic 

locus, on a chromosome. Humans are called 

diploid organisms because they have two 

alleles at each genetic locus, with one allele 

inherited from each parent. 
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ALLELE 

• An allele is one of two or more versions of a 

gene. An individual inherits two alleles for 

each gene, one from each parent. If the two 

alleles are the same, the individual is 

homozygous for that gene. If the alleles are 

different, the individual is heterozygous. 
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Law of Segregation 

 

• This law states that alleles segregate or 

separate from each other during gamete 

formation and pass on to different gametes in 

equal number. In other words, when alleles 

for two contrasting characters come together 

in a hybrid, they do not blend, contaminate or 

affect each other while together. 
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• The different genes separate from each other in a pure 
form, pass on to different gametes formed by a hybrid 
and then go to different individuals in the offspring of 
the hybrid. 

• Thus main features of this law are as follows: 

• i. When a dominant and a recessive allele of a gene 
come together in a hybrid after crossing between two 
plants having contrasting characters, they do not mix 
or blend together. 

• ii. They remain together in pure form without affecting 
each other. For this reason, law of segregation is also 
known as law of purity of gametes. 
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The law of independent assortment 

• The law of independent assortment states that the alleles 
of different genes are inherited independently within the 
organisms that reproduce sexually.” 

• What is the Law of Independent Assortment? 

• According to the law of independent assortment, the 
alleles of two more genes get sorted into gametes 
independent of each other. The allele received for one gene 
does not influence the allele received for another gene. 

• Mendel’s experiment always portrayed that the 
combinations of traits of the progeny are always different 
from their parental traits. Based on this, he formulated the 
Law of Independent Assortment. 
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Genetic interaction 

• Genetic interaction is the set of functional association 
between genes. One such relationship is epistasis, 
which is the interaction of non-allelic genes where the 
effect of one gene is masked by another gene to result 
either in the suppression of the effect or they both 
combine to produce a new trait (character). 

•  Interactions between genes or epistasis have been 
identified to be significant fundamentally to 
comprehend the role as well as the structure of genetic 
pathways and the evolutionary dynamics of the 
complicated genetic systems. 
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Epistasis 

• Due to the phenomenon of dominance a 

recessive allele remains obscure in the hybrid. 

But when two different genes which are not 

alleles, both affect the same character in such 

a way that the expression of one masks, 

inhibits or suppresses the expression of the 

other gene, it is called epistasis. The gene that 

suppresses is said to be epistatic, and the 

gene which remains obscure is hypostatic. 
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Types of Epistasis 

 

• i. Dominant Epistasis: It is a simple or dominant 
epistasis whenever a dominant allele conceals the 
expressing of both recessive and dominant alleles at 
other loci. 

• When a dominant allele at one locus, for example, the 
A, produces a certain phenotype regardless of the 
allelic condition of the other locus, then the A locus is 
said to be epistatic to the B locus. Since the dominant 
allele A is able to express itself in the presence of 
either b or B. this is the case of a dominant epistasis. 
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• Only when the genotype of the individual is 
homozygous recessive at epistatic locus(aa) can alleles 
of hypostatic locus(B or b) can be Expressed. Thus the 
genotypes A-B and A-bb produce same phenotype, 
whereas aaB and aabb produces two additional 
phenotypes. The ratio becomes modified into 12:3:1 
ratio. in summer squash or Cucurbitapepo, there are 
three types of fruit colour yellow, green and white.  

• White colour is dominant over the colours, while 
yellow is dominant over green. Yellow colour is formed 
when the dominant epistatic gene is represented by its 
recessive allele( w). When the hypostatic gene is also 
recessive (y), the colour of the fruit is green. 
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Recessive Epistasis 

 

• Epistasis due to recessive genes is called recessive epistasis. 
In mice albinism (white coat) is produced by a recessive 
gene aa. There is a different gene B which in the dominant 
state (BB and Bb) produces grey coat colour called agouti, 
and when recessive (bb) leads to black coat colour. 

• The recessive gene for albinism (aa) is found to be epistatic 
to the gene for agouti (BB and Bb), and also to its recessive, 
homozygous allele (bb) for black. The presence of the 
dominant allele (AA) of the epistatic gene allows expression 
of gene B so that agouti (BB and Bb) and black (bb) coat 
colours can be produced  
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DNA,GENES AND MENDEL 
LAWS 
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Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) 

 
• Deoxyribonucleic acid, also abbreviated as DNA, 

is the principal informational macromolecule of 
the cell, which stores, translates and transfers the 
genetic information. 

• In eukaryotes it is found in the nucleus, 
mitochondria and chloroplast. The present 
understanding of the storage and utilization of 
the cell’s genetic information is based upon the 
discovery of the structure of DNA by Watson and 
Crick in 1953. 
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Structure of DNA 

 
• Double Helical Structure of DNA (Watson and 

Crick Model).The three dimensional structure 

of DNA as proposed by Watson and Crick. 

 

•  DNA is made of two helical chains coiled 

around the same axis, to form a right-handed 

double helix. 
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GENE 

• In biology, a gene is a sequence of nucleotides 

in DNA or RNA that encodes the synthesis of 

a gene product, either RNA or protein. 

During gene expression, the DNA is first 

copied into RNA. The RNA can be directly 

functional or be the intermediate template for 

a protein that performs a function. 
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MENDEL 

• Gregor Mendel, in full Gregor Johann 

Mendel, original name (until 1843) Johann 

Mendel, (born July 22, 1822, Heinzendorf, 

Silesia, Austrian Empire ,died January 6, 

1884, Brünn, Austria-Hungary , botanist, 

teacher, the first person to lay the 

mathematical foundation of 

the science of genetics, in what came to be 

called Mendelism. 
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• Mendel proposed the law of inheritance of 

traits from the first generation to the next 

generation.  

• Law of inheritance is made up of three laws: 

law of dominance , Law of segregation and 

law of independent assortment. 
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Mendel’s Experiment 

 

• Gregor Johann Mendel conducted 

hybridisation experiments on garden pea 

(Pisum sativum) for seven years (1856-1863) 

and proposed the laws of inheritance in living 

organisms. 

•  He is also known as Father of Genetics. 
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Mendel Experimental Material 

 

• He selected garden pea plant as a sample for 
following reasons 

• Pea is available in many varieties on a large scale 
to observe alternate traits. 

• (ii) Peas are self-pollinated and can be cross-
pollinated also to prevent self-pollination. 

• (iii) These are annual plants with a short life cycle. 
So, several generations can be studied within a 
short period. 

• (iv) Pea plants could easily be raised, maintained 
and handled. 
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A List of Contrasting Traits studied by Mendel in 

Pea Plant 
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Mendel’s Procedure: 
 

• (i) Mendel observed one trait at a time. For example, 
he crossed tall and dwarf pea plants to study the 
inheritance of one gene. 

• (ii) He hybridised plants with alternate forms of a single 
trait (monohybrid cross). The seeds produced by this 
cross were grown to develop into plants of 
Fillial1 progeny or F1-generation (F1-plants). 

• (iii) He then self-pollinated the tall F1 -plants to 
produce plants of Fillial2 progeny or F1-generation. 

• (iv) In later experiments, Mendel also crossed pea 
plants with two contrasting characters known as 
dihybrid cross. 
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Mendel’s Observations: 
 

• (i) In 

F1generation, 

Mendel found 

that all pea 

plants were 

tall and none 

was dwarf. 
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• (ii) He also observed other pair of traits and 

found that F1 always resembled either one of 

its parents and the traits of other parent was 

not found in this generation. 

• (iii) In F2-generation, he found that some of 

the offsprings were ‘dwarf, i.e., the character 
which were not seen in F1-generation was 

expressed in F2. 
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Mendel’s Law: 
 

• Mendel’s laws of inheritance are based on his observations on 
monohybrid crosses. 

• He proposed the following laws of inheritance: 

• 1. Law of Dominance (First Law): 

• The law of dominance states that when two alternative forms 
of a trait or character (genes) are present in an organism, only 
one factor expresses itself in F1-progeny and is called 
dominant, while the other that remains masked is called 
recessive. 

• This law is used to explain the expression of only one of the 
parental characters in a monohybrid cross in the F1 -
generation and the expression of both in the F2-generation. It 
also explains the proportion of 3:1 obtained in theF2-
generation. 
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Phenotype and genotype 

 

• A phenotype is an individual's observable traits, 
such as height, eye color, and blood type. the 
phenotype is the set of observable characteristics 
or traits of an organism. The term covers the 
organism's morphology or physical form and 
structure, its developmental processes, its 
biochemical and physiological properties, its 
behavior, and the products of behavior .The 
genetic contribution to the phenotype is called 
the genotype.  
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ALLELE 

• An allele is a variant form of a gene. Some 

genes have a variety of different forms, which 

are located at the same position, or genetic 

locus, on a chromosome. Humans are called 

diploid organisms because they have two 

alleles at each genetic locus, with one allele 

inherited from each parent. 
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ALLELE 

• An allele is one of two or more versions of a 

gene. An individual inherits two alleles for 

each gene, one from each parent. If the two 

alleles are the same, the individual is 

homozygous for that gene. If the alleles are 

different, the individual is heterozygous. 
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Law of Segregation 

 

• This law states that alleles segregate or 

separate from each other during gamete 

formation and pass on to different gametes in 

equal number. In other words, when alleles 

for two contrasting characters come together 

in a hybrid, they do not blend, contaminate or 

affect each other while together. 
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• The different genes separate from each other in a pure 
form, pass on to different gametes formed by a hybrid 
and then go to different individuals in the offspring of 
the hybrid. 

• Thus main features of this law are as follows: 

• i. When a dominant and a recessive allele of a gene 
come together in a hybrid after crossing between two 
plants having contrasting characters, they do not mix 
or blend together. 

• ii. They remain together in pure form without affecting 
each other. For this reason, law of segregation is also 
known as law of purity of gametes. 
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The law of independent assortment 

• The law of independent assortment states that the alleles 
of different genes are inherited independently within the 
organisms that reproduce sexually.” 

• What is the Law of Independent Assortment? 

• According to the law of independent assortment, the 
alleles of two more genes get sorted into gametes 
independent of each other. The allele received for one gene 
does not influence the allele received for another gene. 

• Mendel’s experiment always portrayed that the 
combinations of traits of the progeny are always different 
from their parental traits. Based on this, he formulated the 
Law of Independent Assortment. 
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Genetic interaction 

• Genetic interaction is the set of functional association 
between genes. One such relationship is epistasis, 
which is the interaction of non-allelic genes where the 
effect of one gene is masked by another gene to result 
either in the suppression of the effect or they both 
combine to produce a new trait (character). 

•  Interactions between genes or epistasis have been 
identified to be significant fundamentally to 
comprehend the role as well as the structure of genetic 
pathways and the evolutionary dynamics of the 
complicated genetic systems. 
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Epistasis 

• Due to the phenomenon of dominance a 

recessive allele remains obscure in the hybrid. 

But when two different genes which are not 

alleles, both affect the same character in such 

a way that the expression of one masks, 

inhibits or suppresses the expression of the 

other gene, it is called epistasis. The gene that 

suppresses is said to be epistatic, and the 

gene which remains obscure is hypostatic. 
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Types of Epistasis 

 

• i. Dominant Epistasis: It is a simple or dominant 
epistasis whenever a dominant allele conceals the 
expressing of both recessive and dominant alleles at 
other loci. 

• When a dominant allele at one locus, for example, the 
A, produces a certain phenotype regardless of the 
allelic condition of the other locus, then the A locus is 
said to be epistatic to the B locus. Since the dominant 
allele A is able to express itself in the presence of 
either b or B. this is the case of a dominant epistasis. 
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• Only when the genotype of the individual is 
homozygous recessive at epistatic locus(aa) can alleles 
of hypostatic locus(B or b) can be Expressed. Thus the 
genotypes A-B and A-bb produce same phenotype, 
whereas aaB and aabb produces two additional 
phenotypes. The ratio becomes modified into 12:3:1 
ratio. in summer squash or Cucurbitapepo, there are 
three types of fruit colour yellow, green and white.  

• White colour is dominant over the colours, while 
yellow is dominant over green. Yellow colour is formed 
when the dominant epistatic gene is represented by its 
recessive allele( w). When the hypostatic gene is also 
recessive (y), the colour of the fruit is green. 
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Recessive Epistasis 

 

• Epistasis due to recessive genes is called recessive epistasis. 
In mice albinism (white coat) is produced by a recessive 
gene aa. There is a different gene B which in the dominant 
state (BB and Bb) produces grey coat colour called agouti, 
and when recessive (bb) leads to black coat colour. 

• The recessive gene for albinism (aa) is found to be epistatic 
to the gene for agouti (BB and Bb), and also to its recessive, 
homozygous allele (bb) for black. The presence of the 
dominant allele (AA) of the epistatic gene allows expression 
of gene B so that agouti (BB and Bb) and black (bb) coat 
colours can be produced  
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CELL DIVISION 
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• All living organisms of the biological world start life as 
one cell, i.e., unicellular zygote, the product of the 
union of gametes—a sperm and an egg.  

• Of course, unicellular organisms live their entire lives 
as one cell. But in a multicellular organism, the 
unicellular zygote undergoes countless divisions and 
produces many cells. 

• These cells ultimately build the organism to a level of 
cellular complexity and organisation. The process by 
which any cell produces its own replica is known as cell 
division. 
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CELL CYCLE 

• Most cells divide one or more times during 

their life time. When they do, they pass 

through an ordered sequence of events that 

collectively forms the cell cycle. 

• The shortest cell cycle occurs in early embryo 

and can last as little as 8 minutes. The cell 

cycle of growing eukaryotic cell lasts from 90 

minutes to more than 24 hours. 
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CELL CYCLE 

• The cell cycle of the eukaryotic cell is divided 

into two fundamental parts: 

• i. Interphase, and 

• ii. Mitosis (including Cytokinesis) 

• Interphase is the period of non-apparent 

division whereas mitosis is the period of divi-

sion. 
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CELL CYCLE 
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CELL CYCLE 

• There are three stages of interphase: G1 (first 
gap), S (synthesis of new DNA ), and 
G2 (second gap). 

• Cells spend most of their lives in interphase, 
specifically in the S phase where genetic 
material must be copied. 

• The cell grows and carries out biochemical 
functions, such as protein synthesis, in the 
G1 phase. 
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CELL CYCLE 

• During the S phase, DNA is duplicated into two 

sister chromatids, and centrosomes, which 

give rise to the mitotic spindle, are also 

replicated. 

• In the G2 phase, energy is replenished, new 

proteins are synthesized, and additional 

growth occurs. 
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CELL DIVISION 

Cell division is the process by which a parent cell 

divides into two or more daughter cells. 

It is of two type: 

1. Mitosis- Division take place in somatic cells 

2. Meiosis- Division take place in reproductive cell 
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Mitosis 

A type of cell division that results in two daughter cells each 

having the same number and kind of chromosomes as the 

parent nucleus, typical of ordinary tissue growth. It is also 

known as equational division.Phases of Mitosis 

– Prophase 

– Metaphase 

– Anaphase 

– Telophase 
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Mitosis 

• Centrioles are paired barrel-shaped organelles 
located in the cytoplasm of animal cells near 
the nuclear envelope. 

• The centrioles are found in pairs and move 
towards the poles (opposite ends) of the 
nucleus when it is time for cell division. During 
division, you may also see groups of threads 
attached to the centrioles. Those threads are 
called the mitotic spindle. 
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Mitosis 

• The spindle is necessary to equally divide the 
chromosomes in a parental cell into two daughter 
cells during both types of nuclear division: mitosis 
and meiosis. During mitosis, the spindle fibers are 
called the mitotic spindle. 

• The kinetochore is a complex structure that 
specifies the attachments between the 
chromosomes and microtubules of the spindle 
and is thus essential for accurate chromosome 
segregation.. 
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Meiosis 

Meiosis is a double division which occurs in a diploid 

cell and give rise to four haploid cells each having half 

the number of chromosomes as compared to the parent 

cells. It is also known as reductional division. 

Two divisions: 

– Meiosis I and  

– Meiosis II 
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Meiosis I 

Meiosis I is a reduction division  

Four phases 

– Prophase I 

– Metaphase I 

– Anaphase I 

– Telophase I 
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• The synaptonemal complex (SC) is a protein 

structure that forms between homologous 

chromosomes (two pairs of sister chromatids) 

during meiosis and is thought to mediate 

synapsis and recombination during meiosis I in 

eukaryotes. 
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Meiosis II 

Meiosis II is a equational division 

Four phases: 

– Prophase II 

– Metaphase II 

– Anaphase II 

– Telophase II 
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GENETIC DISORDERS 
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Sex chromosome 

• Sex chromosome, either of a pair of 

chromosomes that determine whether an 

individual is male or female. 

The sex chromosomes of human beings and 

other mammals are designated by scientists 

as X and Y. In humans the sex chromosomes 

consist of one pair of the total of 23 pairs of 

chromosomes. The other 22 pairs of 

chromosomes are called autosomes. 
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• Individuals having two X chromosomes (XX) are 
female; individuals having one 
X chromosome and one Y chromosome (XY) are 
male. The X chromosome resembles a large 
autosomal chromosome with a long and a short 
arm. The Y chromosome has one long arm and a 
very short second arm. This path to maleness or 
femaleness originates at the moment of meiosis, 
when a cell divides to produce gametes, or sex 
cells having half the normal number of 
chromosomes.  
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• During meiosis the male XY sex-chromosome pair 
separates and passes on an X or a Y to separate 
gametes; the result is that one-half of the 
gametes (sperm) that are formed contains the X 
chromosome and the other half contains the Y 
chromosome. The female has two X 
chromosomes, and all female egg cells normally 
carry a single X. The eggs fertilized by X-bearing 
sperm become females (XX), whereas those 
fertilized by Y-bearing sperm become males (XY). 
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• The effects of genes 
carried only on the Y 
chromosome are, of 
course, expressed only 
in males.  

• Most of these genes are 
the so-called maleness 
determiners, which are 
necessary for 
development of 
the testes in the fetus. 
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Genetic disorders 

• An inherited medical condition caused by a 

DNA abnormality. 

 

• A genetic disorder is a disease that is caused 

by a change, or mutation, in an individual's 

DNA sequence. A genetic disorder is an illness 

caused by changes in a person's DNA. 
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• Genetic disorders can be caused by 

a mutation in one gene (monogenic disorder), 

by mutations in multiple genes (multifactorial 

inheritance disorder), by a combination of 

gene mutations and environmental factors, or 

by damage to chromosomes (changes in the 

number or structure of entire chromosomes 
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Mendelian Disorders: 

 

• These are mainly determined by alteration or mutation 
in the single gene. These disorders are transmitted in 
next generation according to the principle of 
inheritance and can be studied by pedigree analysis. 
These can be dominant or recessive. 

• For example, Autosomal dominant disorder are 
Osteogenesis imperfecta, polycystic kidney disease, 
Huntington’s Disease, Fatal familial Insomnia, etc. 
Autosomal recessive disorder are Sickle cell anaemia, 
cystic fibrosis, xeroderma pigmentosum, Albinism etc. 
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Haemophilia: 

 

• It is a sex-linked recessive disease, which is transmitted from 

an unaffected carrier female to some of the male offsprings. 

Due to this, patient continues bleeding even on a minor injury 

because of defective blood coagulation. The gene for 

haemophilia is located on X-chromosome. The defective 

alleles produce non-functional proteins, which later form a 

non-functional cascade of proteins involved in blood clotting. 

• The possibility of a female becoming a haemophilic is 

extremely rare because mother of such a female has to be at-

least carrier and father should be haemophilic. For example, 

females suffer from this disease only in homozygous 

condition, i.e., XCXC. Queen Victoria was a carrier of 

haemophilia and produced haemophilic individuals. 
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Colour Blindness 

• It is a sex-linked recessive disorder, which results in 
defect in either red or green cone of eye. It does not 
mean not seeing any colour at all, in-fact it leads to the 
failure in discrimination between red and green colour. 
The gene for colour blindness is present on X-
chromosome. 

• It is more present in males (XCY) because of the 
presence of only one X-chromosome as compared to 
two chromosomes in females. A heterozygous female 
has normal vision, but is a carrier and passes on the 
disorder to some of her sons. Colour blindness like any 
other inheritance show crisscross inheritance. 
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Sickle-Cell Anaemia 

 

• It is a genetic disease of human beings. This disease is 
caused by a recessive gene Hbs. The normal gene 
HbA present on chromosome 11 has undergone 
mutation to produce the recessive Hbs gene which 
cause sickle-cell anaemia in homozygous condition 
(Hbs Hbs) and the patient dies. In heterozygous 
condition (HbA Hbs) the patient survives, only few 
R.B.Cs are affected. The R.B.Cs in this disease become 
sickle-shaped in venous blood owing to the lower 
concentration of oxygen. This causes rupture of cells 
and severe haemolytic anaemia. 
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• Haemoglobin is a conjugate protein of heme and 

globulin. It is formed of about 600 amino acids, two 

identical a chains and two identical β chains. The 

sixth amino acid in chain of normal haemoglobin is 

glutamic acid. In sickle-cell haemoglobin glutamic 

acid is replaced by valine. The children homozygous 

for sickle-cell gene (HbsHbs) produce rigid chains. 

When oxygen level of blood drops below certain 

level, R.B.Cs undergo sickling. 
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• Such cells do not transport oxygen efficiently 
they are removed by spleen causing severe 
anaemia. Individuals with HbAHbA genotype 
are normal, those with HbsHbs genotype have 
sickle-cell disease and those with 
HbAHBs geno-type have the sickle-cell trait. 
Two individual with sickle-cell trait can 
produce children with all three phenotypes. 
Individuals of sickle-cell trait are immune to 
malaria. 
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Phenylketonuria (PKU): 

 

• This genetic disease was discovered by the 
Norwegian physician A. Foiling in 1934. It is a 
single gene disorder caused by the mutation (= 
change) of a gene on chromosome 12. PKU 
results when there is deficiency of liver enzyme 
phenylalanine hydroxylase which converts 
phenylalanine (an amino acid) into tyrosine 
(amino acid). Thus, there is high level of phenyl 
alanine in the blood and tissue fluid of the 
patient causing disease. 
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• Lack of enzyme phenyl alanine hydroxylase (an 
inborn metabolic disorder) is due to the 
homozygous recessive gene. Affected babies are 
normal at birth but within a few weeks there is 
rise in plasma phenylalanine level which damages 
the development of brain. Generally by six 
months severe mental retardation is observed. If 
these affected children are not treated properly 
one third of them are unable to walk and two-
thirds cannot talk. 
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• Besides mental retardation other symptoms of 

the disease include decreased pigmentation of 

hair and skin and eczema. Large amount of 

phenylalanine and its metabolites although 

excreted through urine and sweat, their excess 

accumulation damages the brain. The 

heterozygous individuals are normal but 

carriers. 
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Thalassemia: 

 

• It is an autosome-linked recessive disease, 

which occurs due to either mutation or 

deletion, resulting in reduced rate of synthesis 

of one of the globin chains of haemoglobin. 

Anaemia is the main feature of this disease. 
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• Thalassemia is a genetic disorder in which 

there is decreased production of one of the 

globin chains found in hemoglobin. This 

oxygen-transporting molecule in blood 

normally contains four globin chains, two 

alpha (a) and two non-a, each with its own 

heme group (made of an iron atom bound in 

protoporphyrin ring). 
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• Thalassemia is classified into three types on 
the basis of globin chain affected: 

 

• (i) Alpha (α) Thalassemia: 

• It is controlled by the closely linked genes 
HBA1 and HBA2 on chromosome. In this, the 
production of globin gene is affected due to 
the mutation or deletion of one or more 
alleles. 
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• (ii) Beta (β) Thalassemia: 

• It is controlled by a single gene HBB on 

chromosome. It occurs due to the mutation in 

one or both the alleles of the gene. Hence, 

there is a reduced synthesis of beta globin of 

haemoglobin. 
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• In sickle cell disease, an abnormal hemoglobin 

protein (i.e., hemoglobin S) is made, but it 

doesn't function correctly; however, in beta 

thalassemia, the mutation in HBB results in 

less hemoglobin protein being made. There 

are actually several types of alpha and beta 

thalassemia, each with varying severity of 

symptoms 
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CHROMOSOMAL DISORDERS 
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Down’s Syndrome: 
 

• This is frequently due to trisomy of the 

chromosome 21 arising from non-disjunction 

during meiosis in one of the parents. The 

karyotype thus shows 47 chromosomes.  
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Klinefelter’s Syndrome: 

 

• In 1942 Klinefelter described a condition in phenotypic 
males which turned out to be due to an extra X 
chromosome (47, XXY). The affected individuals appear 
normal in childhood, the abnormalities becoming 
visible only in adult males. The syndrome is 
characterised by absence of spermatogenesis, and 
excessive secretion of gonadotropins in the urine. 

• Since buccal smears of Klinefelter’s males show Barr 
bodies, they are referred to as chromatin-positive 
males. Most of the patients are mentally retarded and 
develop a variety of psychiatric problems. Although 
many have the karyotype 47, XXY. 
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Turner’s Syndrome: 
 

• This is shown by females characterised by a short 
stature, gonadal dysgenesis, sexual infantilism, 
prominent ears, dystrophy of the nails. 

• Their sex chromosome constitution is XO and 
they have only 45 chromosomes. They are 
chromatin-negative females as they do not show 
Barr bodies. They are frequently mosaics with 
more than one cell line such as XO/XXX, 
XO/XX/XXX, and others. The incidence is one in 
about 5,000 births. 
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